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Bitter
1.

lemons. of Cyprus BY LAWRENCE

DURRELL:

PREFACE

The book called Bitter lemons of Cyprus is a travel and
island book. This is· not a political book, but simply a
somewhat impressionistic study of the moods and
atmospheres of Cyprus during the troubled years 19531956. Lawrence Durrell, a British travel writer went to

the island as a private individual and settled in the
Greek village of Bellapais. Subsequent events as recorded
in these pages are seen, whenever possible, through the
eyes of Lawrence D~rrell's hospitable fellow-villagers,
and the writer would like to think that this book was not
an ineffective.monµ!11,ent praised to the Cypriots peasc111tr:y
and the island landscape. It completes a trilogy of the
island books.
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McNiven writes: there was indeed a bitterness in the
lemons". Years later, in 1987 Lawrence Durrell would
comment in the "Aegean Review" that the "digesting
situation in Cyprus" was "entirely engineered by us" and
would admit his part .in" our double-faceless" in
politics. In Cyprus controversy over Lawrence Durrell as
a man seen as using Greek Cypriots for his own- and
British -ends was examin~d in an article in 1991 by
Theodore Pavlidou for the now defunct "Cyprus view". She
wrote that in her research she repeatedly encountered
"the same feelings of anger and betrayal". Her conclusion
was that "Bitter Lemons" is an unashamed apology for
Britain's conduct during the Cyprus struggle. "Although
she acknowledges that towards the end of

his life he

appeared to regret Britain's role in the Cyprus tragedy
and his part in it. Not withstanding this controversy and
his complex, sometimes troubled personal life, the
strength and genius of Lawrence Durrell as a writer have
never been disputed. Bitter
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book reflects the position with its whole realities and
proves that Lawrence Durrell is a realist writer. The
book of Bitter lemons of Cyprus carry a great importance
for us because it s~pports the facts of Cyprus. At the
same time besides the. relations between the communities
in Cyprus, the.book gives us information about the
historical monuments, places, beauties of Cyprus and also
the life of Lawrence Durrell. This book which covers the
known facts should be read by everybody all over the
world. Lawrence Durrell is a travel writer. By going to
Corfo, Rhodes and Cyprus(islands); Lawrence Durrell
develops his investigations and completes a trilogy of
island books .. Lawrence Durrell examined opposite
communities and he gave his decision about them. Not mu ch
was writ ten
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2. IS LAWRENCE

DURRELL

A TRAVEL WRITER?

Lawrence Durrell : HIS LITERARY CAREER: AND LIFE
he was born in Jullundur;India, February 27,1912 and he
died in Sommeires, France, November 7 1990. Lawrence
Durrell is poet, novelist and travel writer. He returned
to England in his late teens, and there after traveled
widely living in Paris in the 1930s and then for much of
his life in the Eastern Mediterranean. Although he begun
to write and publish both verse and pros when very young
(his first

pamphlet of verse appeared in 1931, his first

novel, "Pied Piper of loversu, in 1935) his work made
little impact for some years. He was first recognized as
a pot: his collections include A private Country (1943)

Cities,

Planes and People;

The Tree of Idleness(1955).

on seeming to presume

His collected points appeared

in 1960. His first novel of interest,
Agan,

heavily influenced

(1948);

The Black Book: an

by Henry Miller, published

in

Paris in 1938, did not appear in Britain until 1973; it
is a mildly pornographic

fantasia,

people by prostitutes

and failed actrists,, intended by the author as a savage
charcoal

sketch of spiritual and sexual etiolation.

was with the publication

of Justine

volume of his Alexandria

Quartet,

achieved

and Mountolive

fame: Balatazar

(1957),

It

the first

that Lawrence Durrell

and Clea in 1960. Set in Alexandria

followed

during

tlJe

in 1958,

per1ucJ

just before the second world war; the firat thrPP nnv0ln
cover roughly
events,

the same period

investigation
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of time
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tends to be more highly rega:rded abroad than in Britain.
Lawrenee Durrell' B late:!;' We)l;'ltB

•rune (1968),

Nunquan,.(19?0),

(neve t s ) , wuLun Lnu.l.ude

Mo11ei@ur UY'/4),

r1w1.

Constance
respect

(1982), ~how even greater

for realis~.

His best-known

three "island" books,
his pre-war

y~ars
I

Prosperous

~n

for British

travel books are his

Cell

(1945), based

in Corfu; Reflections
;

Venus(1953), based

disregard

on

on a Marine

!'

his experiences as information

officer in Rhodes, (i945-6) ; and Bitter lemons of
Cyprus(1957) on Cyprus. Lawrence Durrell's brother, the
zoologist Gerald Malcolm Durrell (1925-), is also a
writer, well known for his popular accounts of animal
life and his own zooiin Gersey: tittles include The
Overloaded Ark(l953_)', My family and the Other
Animals(1956),

Island

Zoo (1961).

Lawrence

Durrell

; the

British writer an1d. poet reflected the peculiarities of
Aegean and EaE1't:;en1r
Medi t e rr ane an in U. t e ta t ure . Lawr'euce
Durrell

about the Ls lands

wrote

Curfu.
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in Iud.la

Irish family. Al:tho~g;h sent back to
eouvene Loua.i

eeueau t en ,
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writer the Lawrence Durrell has always seen the Americans
and English speaking continentals as part of his
audiance. His tangential relationship with England (he
never lived there and length of time) did not prevent
his being employed in various official. British
capacities, both in war time and after, chiefly in the
Eastern Mediterranean. Lawrence Durrell's novels, travel
books and comic forays into diplomatic life are better
known than his verse. Indeed, the author of "The
Alexandria Quartet" is probably not known to many of his
readers as a poet.
And yet few poets of any generation have started as
brilliantly as Lawrence Durrell. His precocious early
verse culminated in his first book from a major publisher
A Private Country, in 1943. This way claim to share with
Wallace Stevens harmonium and W.H.Auden's poems (1930)
the title of most ·accomplished debute of the century. Rut~

Lawrence Durrell

was too prove more a mature nnd p.rodur.t

the masterpieces his readers had every reaso11 to expecL
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and 'On Ithaca Standing' breathe the sharp-aged
timeless Greece,

realty of

its lives and options as hard as the

light of the country. The exotic had not turped into the
picturesque

at this juncture. Early Lawrence Durrell

celebrates

more than ,the genius of place. His sequence

'The Death of General Uncebunke'
only)

successful

David Gascoyne

example· of surrealism

notwithstanding.

satirical poems are·brilliant,
Lord Nelson" and Pressmarked
Darrell's

greatest

in British

Urgent"

show. Perhaps
of the

of classical persistence

For this reaRon,"on

looking into Loeb' s,'.HOrace" may be cousidered
characteristic

Poetry,

His scabrous and

gift is his celebration

emot:ion.

(perhaps the

as "the Ballad of the Good

antinomy of past and present,
and contemporary

is the most

fi.rRr:
h Ls most,

poem, He finds a copy of the LoAb of

Horace's poetry annotated by a former lover's hand,
the poem is both a sympathetic

ana Lys Ls of. th.A Rornan

and a lament for vanished

poet's life,
Mediterranean

civilization

and

love and the

that nurtured

it. A revised

addition of the "Collected Poems" was published

in London

in 1980.
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In September

1953 Lawrence Durre~l

took a job teaching English at the

Pan Cyprian Gymnasium

in Nicosia,

then the largest and

\.-i

most prestigious
an influential

sch?ol on the island and later to play
role ,in Cyprus intellectual

and political

life. Many of its peoples
joined in the nationalist
~
movement

and ENOSIS.

It had been the school of the leader of the impending
EOKA uprising.
as Dighenis

9eorge Grivas, who would soon become known

and of ·Archbishop Makarios.
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Lawrence Durrell was viewed as an impressive
spoke Greek with an excellent
and spoke about literature

teacher.

accent, published

He
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case. Lawrence, Dur~ell came to Cyprus as an Ellglish
travel writer·and·he·.wrote
troubled years in_l96-1956.
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time bases
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friends,

information

folklore

around
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character
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source of ~ypriot

It came as a surpriie

through

his Greek

as the new director

the middle

of

of 1954. However,

as an experienced information officer who spoke fluent
Greek and had spent much of his life in Greece, he was a
logical choices. Lawrence Durrell was put in charge of
Government press releases and publications and the Cyprus
Broadcasting Service (CBS), in Bitter lemons of Cyprus
he describes

the state of his department when he took

over: "a cellar full.of discarded blocks and photographic
equipment so shabby,.andmoldering as to be a disgrace: an
aged film one or two~ a moribund house magazine and
various other odds and ends of little practical use".
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... and to give some standing British

Culture. The review was soon to publish articles
poems by Freya Stark,
and other well-known

and

Patrick Leigh Fermor, John Lehman
English writers as well as work by
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distinguished

but dea9 Greek authors. That because no

contemporary

Cypriot or Greek writer wished to publish

their work in his pages. ·As Ian MacNiven,
authorized

biographer,

Durrells

writes in his book to be published

this summer by Faber .. "His

(Durrell' s) aim was to promote

a sense of Cyprus as an independent

cultural

identity
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unholy alliance between high art and low politics.
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direction
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Cypriot press Archbishop

Makarios
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and his friends
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role as a go-between
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and the British
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governments

about his personal

write about himself
instrument

bridging

as well as some
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was to
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to cut a ~ay

that selves.

an

I have so many,

I

have to lop them oft and let the fruit grow." This sense
of having

a multiplicity

understanding
character;

of selves is crucial

the conflicting
whose

strength
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shades of the authors

and genius

as a writer

has

never been disputed.
His life and work were dipped
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in the same brush.

significance
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in 1985, aged 33
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research she repeatedly encountered"

the same feelings

of anger and betrayal." Her conclusion was that Bitter
lemons of Cyprus" is an unashamed apology for Britain's
conduct during the Cyprus struggle" although she
acknowledges that towards the end of his life he appeared
to regret Britain's role in Cyprus tragedy and his part
in it. Now withstanding this controversy and his complex,
sometimes troubled personal life, the strength and genius
of Lawrence Durrell as a writer have never been disputed.
Bitter lemons of Cyprusremains an important contribution
to Cyprus literature. Lawrence Durrell was appointed to
general information office by the Cyprus government. He
express his life by writing the book of Bitter lemons of
Cyprus(l957) .~ Lawrence Durrell gained, the ability of

writing after he had read the book"

Tropic of CRn~Ar1."

in Corfu, written by Henry Miller. Lawrence Durrell and
Henry
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As a British travel writer, Lawrence Durrell had been to
Egypt, Greece, Rhodes, Cyprus, Belgrade, Cairo, Corfu,
India and France and he wrote everything he saw and he
reflected all the realities of these countries and places
(islands). Lawrence D~rrell is a travel writer by going
Corfu Rhodes and Cyprus islands; Lawrence Durrell
developed his investigations and completes a trilogy of
island books. one of Lawrence Durrell's best friends Mr.
Kemal Rustem a book seller in Nicosia, gave me
information about the writer Lawrence Durrell. According
to him; Lawrence Durrell was appointed to the general
information office by the period of British
Administration and he worked there for a long time. When
the British Administration ended he returned to hiA
country England. After then, Lawrence Durrell regularly
visited

Cyprus.
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t o Mr·.

personality

and a good friendship.

Durrell left Bellapais

Before Lawrence

he sold his house for a British

family and soon after it was sold to an American
According

to a villager,

Bellapais

near Lawren~e Durrell house,

family.

who has got a supermarket

in

Lawrence Durrell

was a spy against the Turkish people so the Turkish
pan i shectfi.im

government

Lawrence Durrell

during the troubles

loved the Greek people more than the

Turkish people. Lawrence Durrell
the troubles

in 1974.

who lives in England.
Durrell's

house.

in 1974.

I

supported Greeks during

Lawrence Durrell has got a daughter
I

went to Ballapais

told an American

to see Lawrence

family that I wanted

to see the house where the great writer lived for years
and the family showed me all the rooms of the house with
pleasure.

I

was told by the American

family that there

was a women by the na,me of Mrs. Deidre Guthrie who wao
Lawrence Durrell neighbor
Guthrie helped.

and best friend.
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landscape and manneis of the Island of Corfu",
"Reflections on a Mrine Venus", "a Companion to the
Landscape of Rhodes", "Spirit of Place", "Letters and
essays on travel" edited by Allan G.Thomas. Bitter lemor1s
of Cyprus. His poetries "collected Poems, Selected Poems,
Vega and the Icons". His drama is "Sappho". His letters
and essays are: "Sprit of place" edited by Allen
G.Thomas, "Lawrence Durrell and Henry Miller" "A Private
Correspondence literary Life lines". The Richard
Aldington- Lawrence Durrell correspondence. His humour
books are:"Stiff upper Lip, Esprit de Corps, The Best of
Antrobus, and Savve Qui Peut". One of his writing for
drama is" An Irish.Faustus". His writing for "FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE" is "White Eagles over Serbia". "SEBASTIAN OR
RULING PASSIONS": A novel by Lawrence Durrell.

"SEBASTIAN OR RULING.PASSIONS": This is the forth in
Lawrence Durrell's current

sequence of novels, following

"Constance", which was short-listed for the Booker Prize.
What Mr. Durrell calls his "Quincunx" can now be seen
emerging as an Avignon quintet, more and morP.

recognizably

linked

with the t hemes and charnct ars of "

The Alexandria Quartet". In Sebastian the local :ls
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while her professional practice as a clinical
psychiatrist involves her in the patient healing of an
autistic child; her lover's son; and the handling of a
dangerous crimina~ psychopath. These intervened episodes
are as full of tende~.insight and electrifying melodrama
as anything La~renqe Durrell has ever written.

"ANTROBUS COMPLETE\\ .By Lawrence Durrel :
Think-tanks and political review committees have
confirmed that the British Foreign Office is indeed a
timeless institution. Antrobus, narrator of these tales
of diplomatic misadventures, is the embodiment of
everything that makes it what it is. Here, for the first
time between one pair of covers are all the Antrobus
stories, accompanied by memorable drawings by Marc made
specially for

this .ed,j,;tion. The result
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"CLRA" a navel by Lawrence Ourrel
"Clea" comp.let.es Mr. Lawrence Durrel' s "Al.axandr-:
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sequence,
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political
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and mood. The story runs

than in the first two novels

of novels,

imagination;

the writing

supple and enchanting

but no less de~ply.

whole complex
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in time of war to find all changed
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Its shear fictive
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by poetry,
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"QUINX OR THE RIPPER.' S TALE" A novel by Lawrence

Durrel

With Quinx Lawrence·'Durrel completes

his Avignon
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of highly

to rival his famous
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Quartet.

original

novels
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"THE BLACK BOOK" A N9VEL BY Lawrence
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canvassed. All this had nothing to do, of cours~ with
purely literary merit, which is not for him and
encouraged him to believe that Lawrence Durrel was
perhaps a real writer and not just a word spinner of
skill. It was a turning point in his life, as a writer to
receive the praise of artist who at that time seemed so
remote and out of reach- Elliot and Miller and Cyril
Connoly. Lawrence Durrel had not hoped for such
encouragement when he embarked on the adventure of
writing. He wrote all the realities.

III. A BOOK BASED ON POLITICAL AND HISTORICAL_ BAC~G~OJmPOF CYPRUS AT THE 1TIME
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were reacting to the domestic pressure. For Byzantine
culture was· something more than the sum of the elements.
It drew from languishing Hellenian and the influences of
the Near East. Greeks loved British but they became
deadly against the~ during the period of EOKA. ENOSIS was
too peaceful to be true. A true child of the
Mediterranean Lt s- spiritual temper was shown in its
religious and artistic spirit. Politically it was
characterized by a belief in the unbroken indeed
unbreakable, unity of church and state, and the Greek
Orthodox church, its basic institution and mentor, has
continued to flourish within the modern Greek State.
Archbishop of the Orthodox Church of Cyprus had the whole
authority and he was regarded as the ethnarch or leader
of the Greek; speaking section of the inhabitants. Tn
1804, a rising against the Archbishop was quelled. In
a more
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writer realized that they had no real policy, save that
of offering constitutions whose terms made them
unsuitable for acceptance and of stone walling on the
central issue of sovereignty. The few inches of space the
island had enjoyed ~p to here in the world press had now
swollen out of all iecognition, had proliferated like a
cancer into feature-art1cles, political treaties,
supplements and leaders. The police force had remained
almost unchanged, except for a change of a title.
Classical piece of ignorance was impossible to dispel
among officials, none of whom had any knowledge of
European politics and the Balkans. The map of Cyprus
became crosshatched with visions of its landscape under
sun or cloud, in various weathers, in the grim mou11tai118
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because the British were the rulers. As soon as he goes
to Kyrenia, he starts his searching.

In a short time the

writer gains a lot of friends and shares a room with a
Greek Cypriot teacher whose name was Panos. He works as a
teacher in a village.school.

He begins to see the island

as whole, his picture of it from the conversations
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When the inhabitants heard him speaking Greek they found
it strange. One of them named Morais tries to provoke the
people against Lawrence Durrel but with the help of his
friends; Andreas and Michaelis, the writer achieves to
gain everyone's friendship including Morais. The moughtar
of the village helps him to rebuilt the house, to
decorate it and to move ·his belongings to the house. His
neighbors are very friendly to him. He often goes to
Dimitris pub for a glass of wine because he likes wine
very

much. Lawrence Durrel begins to lead a life in

Bellapais just like the inhabitants. Lawrence Durrel's
mother comes (to Cyprus for holiday) to his house sand
stays for a while with him and she likes the place, the
house, and the villagers very much. The beauty of the
house contents Durre1l's mother and she is able to
establish something like regular domestic routine with
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Enosis had been a staple feature of Cyprus life since
their arrival in Cyprus,
so. Irrationalities
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acceptable. The negotiations cut off at the half. Sir
John was a peaceful soldier. He had a great experienced
and he carried out responsibilities he had been given.
The radio station was indeed badly blitzed but it was
lucky in the posses~ion of

a engineering staff which had

bean eating its heart out for a change like this. The
attacks had been island~wide and synchronized. Leaflets,
scattered in the street of the capital spoke of an
organization calling itself EOKA, which had decided to
begin the struggle for liberty. They were signed
DIGHENIS, an ominous enough name which to the Greek mind
rings the same sort of bell as Robin Hood does to their
school boys. His battles are famous and he fears no one,
not even old Charon, death. Next morning the swollen-eyed
headline covered the pages of the world press and in fits
and starts the power-lines grew heavy with questions and
answers with telegrams and messages, t h=
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midst of these deepening sense of crises they are came a
welcome relief in the form of a policy statement from
London, convoking a Three-Power conference to study the
political and defense questions affecting the Eastern
Mediterranean, a means of offering the issues of Cyprus
at least a safety-valve if not a solution. Freedom is
acquired only by blOod, shrilled Athens radio. When
Andreas

meets Lawrence Durrel he tells him about his son

who become a terrorist and participates the terrorist
group and Andreas wants some help from Lawrence Durrel to
rescue his son. The gradually growing pressures upon the
terrorist begun to react upon the civil population, upon
industry, bu s i.ne s soand entertainment. Curfews plunged the
old town in darkness no less than the bloody incidents
which were now an almost daily feature of their daily
lives. Stage by the stage, the island became an armed
camp, upgrading the sense of suffocation in restricted
movement. Passes and'permit, limitations on traffic, arui
in the wake of the bombing soldiers came the
police. There were
now.

Th.e old

town

uuf arui l.La r faces

cont.r-ac t.
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busy

to go
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Lawrence

but he is unwilling
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are killed.
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that Enosis would turn out to be true one day,
so because
believes

after all he was a nationalist

Enosis.

were talking
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to each other. They wouldn't

be afraid

present.

necessary

lunacy

this terrible

to the present

for whatever

The Governor
fighting

Greek and the British.

Durrel

come on Saturday
that day.

Moreover,

between

even a few happy

the

strokes

teeth in time, and genuinely

sent to keep. Lawrence

Durrel

house and also he goes to mosque

but he

with Hodja because

Hodja

refused but afterwards
although

can not speak

Lawrence

at first

he promises

to

he is going to leave Cyprus

Panos calls Lawrence

still continues.

were

must follow upon the

Greek. The Hodja tells him to visit him again,
Lawrence

which were

situation

which was continuing

win the peace he had.been

cant communicate

of

was the only person who could stop

of lack he might draw EOKA's

goes to Marie's

they

was a year ago. The man who

fired the gun was Panos friend. The decisions

political

He

They hear the sound of a shot while

the sound of a shoi {fit

operationally

he wished

Durrel

Durrel

,

as

and they go.

on

War

a clerk ocrvi11g

for the United Kingdom (British) realizes that he is
tired after two long years of duty and since he is
unsuccessful and he decides to leave Cyprus. Lawrence
Durrel had achieved nothing. According to the writer, it
was good to be leaving. The writer turns to his village
on the morning.of the execution. A general strike had
been declared in the capital .

.
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When Lawrence Durrel arrives at the village he sees
everyone seating under the tree of idleness which is near
to Abbey. Although Lawrence Durrel decided to leave the
village the writer was later welcomed nor was seen off by
the villagers. Only Andreas saw him off and told him that
his son did not participate to EOKA and he won a
scholarship in London and asked him whether the writer or
his mother could look after his son or not who was in
London. Lawrence Durrel promised Andreas that he was
going to look after his son and Andreas was going to look
after Lawrence Durrel's house. The evening that Lawrence
Durrel was leaving, there had been two or more explosions
in various parts of,the town, and doubtless there would
be more. It was one~of those Greek conversations which
carry with them a allusionating surrealist lover in the
last two years in the last two years he had endured
several hundred of them. Yes, he continued in the slow
assured tones of a village wiseacre, yes, even DighAniR
thought

he fight

the British

really

Lovori t.hom. nut

will have to go on .killing them with regrAL,

110
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Cypriots the Greek Cypriots and the British were equal.
Lawrence Durrel included his own community(British) and
British it with the other communities (Turkish and Greek
) . Lawrence Durrel did not support any side when the
events were happening.during the troubled years 19531956. Not much was written about the Turkish Cypriots in
the book of Bitter Lemon of Cyprus but the honesty,
optimism, poorness and the laziness of the Turkish
Cypriots were written in the book. He implied the logical
attitudes and the powerful personalities of the Turkish
Cypriots. according to Lawrence Durrel the Greek Cypriots
were democratic but their nationalism was much more than
normal. The Greek Cypriots were always fighting against
the British people/army. To unite Cyprus with Greece
(Enosis). According to Lawrence Durrel "Megalo idea was
much more important than friendship for Greeks. At first
the British people/army in Cyprus had good relations with
the Greek Cypriots but they have maintained firm attitudP.
against Greek afterwards. Lawrence Durre1 llr1cl qot rnr1ny
Greek friends and also Turkish fiends. The British travel
writer Lawrence Durrel' s attitude towards GrAAlrn,

'I'u

r kri

and British showed that he is a justifiable writer. He is
a realist writer and he wrote everything as it was
without adding or diminishing anything. Lawrellce JJurre.L
did not either British Greek or Turkish people. Althouqh
Lawrence Durrel·had got Turkish and Greek friend;
Lawrence Durrel did not discriminate between them.
Lawrence Durrel behaved equal towards Greek, IL'u1·Jc.Lsl1 Emel

·•···•

··--·
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British and he proved this in his book Bitter Lemon of
Cyprus. Lawrence Durrel went to the island as a private
individual and he did not interest in politics in Cyprus.

5.A.The Turkish

Cypriots

.
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+'i1~'lli'u

,,·d('I;

the Turkish case such as it was, was hardly formu1a.ted 1'
and had achieved no telling mark upon world opinion. Of

course the Turkish would react sharply to the possibility
of the Greek administration and the substitution of the
drachma for the pound, but with the moral sovereignty

of

the place conceded to the majority it might not even be
necessary for Cyprus to leave the Commonwealth at all, so
accommodating did the Athenians seem in their offer of
bases in Crete. Nicosia was a town which had been left
becalmed by the Turkish, to drowse away its life on the
dusty Mezaoria, what had been done to awaken it? There
had been no need until now. There still exist traces of
some twenty churches of which all but two ~rA i.r1 utter
ruin. There is also a wretched konak and pris011, a

barrack-yard

with piles

of stone cannou

bazaar, ~nd here and ther

hr1

I I
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r1

mong t.11~ ru Iun

I
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Urn present
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witnessed by the victorious Turks as they entered the
city
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a 12 months siege. For t hd s Greek Cvpru s won
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peaceful but (we) Turkish have not opened their mouths
yet. Turks will never be ruled by Greece there, Turks
would take to the mount.a i ns and fight them (Greeks) if
Enosis came. For the Turkish, whose reaction to Enosis
could·be counted upon to remain hostile. But while one
must deeply sympathize with anyone not wanting to be
administered by Greeks it was impossible not to recognize
that the Turks were a minority, while their actual
influence in the island as traders, businessmen,
industrialists was very small their life being almost
entirely agricultural. Besides there was a certain
hollowness about their case, though it was supposed to
rest upon a desire,for union with Turkey. Lawrence Durrel
thought positively about Turkish. Lawrence Durrel had got
a Turkish friend whose name is Sabri Tahir. Lawrence
Durrel loved Turkish Cypriots.
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the noisy urban world of Greek Nicosia with its mounting
tide of strikes and demonstrations and the no less Greek
world of the village, lumbering quietly among the
foothills, with its ancient bemused courtesies and
unworldly kindness .. According to Lawrence Durrel, surely
it was all founded in a childish bad dream from which
they would awaken one day and realize that they could
enjoy perfect Greek freedom within the Commonwealth
enjoying the best of both worlds. Was it not all due to
lack of education? The students were singing nationalist
songs and they were•participation to demonstrations. It
seemed necessary to provide no martyers who would foster
the Greek case. The island was, in fact, quite despite
the strikers and demonstrations. The press was free,
there was no body in prison for a political offense. Life
was normal. Moreover the Greeks apparently presenting
their case with such as an overwhelming politeness and
friendliness that the whole thing might pass over the
heads of the public world in silence. It was essentiAJ
not to envenom
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VI:CONCLUSION. IS HE JUSTIFIABLE?
Yes, Lawrence Durrel is a justifiable writer. Lawrence
Durrel included his own community (British) and
criticized it with the other communities (Turkish and
Greek). Lawrence Durrel provide this by giving examples
one by one about his community with its positive sides.
Lawrence Durrel didn~t support any side when the events
happening during the

troubled years 1953-1956. Always,

whatever he thought was right for him. Lawrence Durrel
know very well how to defend his profits. It was not
written very much about Turkish CypriotA in
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